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Committee considers optional plus/minus grading system
by lllena Armstrong
Staff writer

Students at UNF may see
pluses and minuses accompanying the grades on their report
cards in the future semesters.
UNF is considering a proposal that would allow professors to choose between the

Klein said that the proposal
will be the choice of the professors.
“It will expand the system to
include pluses and minuses. Just
because pluses and minuses are
added doesn’t mean the old system won’t be available,” Klein
said. “The real point is choice.”

“Just because pluses and minuses are
added doesn’t mean the old system
won’t be available. The real point is
choice.”
— Dr. Ellen Klein, chair,
Academic Standards Committee
present grading system and a
plus-minus system in evaluating
their students. The Academic
Standards Committee will meet
in the near future to decide if
they should bring the issue to
the Faculty Association.
Dr. Ellen Klein, chair of the
Academic Standards Commit
tee, said that it is likely that the
issue will be put to a faculty vote.
“Chances are pretty good
because it is so controversial
within the committee," Klein
said. “It should be brought to the
fl∞r [of the Faculty Associa
tion] so others can ask questions
and decide what is best. The
purpose of the committee is not
to stifle discussion, but to facili
tate it.”

This system, said Klein,
would allow professors to be re
sponsible for deciding the proper
way to evaluate their students.
Bill Hughes, president of
SGA, said the Student Govern
ment supports the current grad
ing system, but if a new system
must be adopted, SGA would
support a plus-only grading sys
tem.
“Right now, we have a flat
grading system that has no gray
area,” Hughes said. “The plus
minus system would be incon
sistent because some professors
would use it while others
wouldn’t. There would be a lot
more subjectivity in grading stu
dents.”
Hughes said SGA also dis

agrees with the system because
with it, the overall grades for
students tend to be lower. He
said the plus-only system would
allow for some middle ground,
giving students the greatest ad
vantage they can get when ap
plying for graduate school.
The Academic Standards
Committee distributed a faculty
questionnaire in October,
soliticiting staff opinion on the
matter. Committee members
said a small number responded
to it; Hughes estimates 50 pro
fessors did so.
Charles Owens, a commit
tee member, said they are trying
to assess the potential advan
tages or disadvantages to stu
dents and faculty.
“We have not made any con
crete recommendations yet,”
Owens said. “We’re trying to
figure out if it will benefit the
students and if it will give pro
fessors more autonomy and more
choices.”
Owens said the committee’s
current goal is to pull together
information to make an intelli
gent recommendation to the fac
ulty.
Klein said that after present
ing its case to the faculty asso
ciation, the committee will then
meet to create specific plans for
proposed systems. After creat
ing those different plans, the
association will choose from
them.

Klein also said that in re
searching the system, the com
mittee discovered that grades
have been artificially inflated.
This means the bulk of average
students in the United States is
making 'A-'s,' when they should
be making 'C's,' encompassing
all students for statistical pur
poses and value averages.
Through various studies and
polls, the term “grade inflation”

they’re feeling instead of something tangible,” said Rothfusz.
“1 think it’s going to hurt students and [the committee]
should be more specific on how
it’s going to affect GPA.”
Fatima Barrie, also a junior,
agrees with the system as long as
it will be universally applied
throughout the campus.
“I think professors have a
hard time grading certain stu-

“The plus-minus system would be
inconsistent because some professors
would use it while others wouldn’t.
There would be a lot more subjectivity
in grading students.”
— Bill Hughes, president,
Student Government Association
was created, and people fear it
because it seems to devalue the
educational system as a whole,
Klein said. However, there has
been no research on whether
the plus-minus grading system
promotes or prevents grade in
flation.
Students at UNF have vary
ing opinions about whether an
optional plus-minus grading sys
tem should be adopted here.
Meg Rothfusz, a junior, feels
that it would be harmful to stu
dents. “It’s giving less power to
the student. It makes teachers
more prone to go with what

dents. [With an optional sys
tem,] there will be more to
choose from and teachers will
be able to really pinpoint what
the student should get,” Barrie
said. “It should be enforced on
everybody. If you’re going to use
it, everyone through the whole
school should. It should be con
sistent.”
Cathy Symmes, a sopho
more, isn't sure of the potential
effects of such a system. “I don’t
know if it would make much of a
difference at all. I guess it would
depend on what you got,”
Symmes said. “An ‘A’ is an ‘A.’”

Enrollment Services addresses problems in registration, course selection
by Jeanine Latimer
Contributing writer

At one time or another, most stu
dents have heard the phrase, “This class
is closed,” when trying to register for a
new semester. For many, this means a
delay in graduation and what may be a
continual setback in trying to earn a
degree.
Lynda Lewis, assistant vice president
of Enrollment Services, said she is inter
ested in solving this problem. However,
when the department conducted a stu
dent survey earlier this year to study
demands for courses, overall response
was low, making it difficult to present the
faculty with legitimate evidence that stu
dents are, indeed, concerned with the
availability of courses. Even after the
survey was conducted, some faculty did
not see or understand the results. Enroll
ment Services wants to conduct another
survey this year, one that will take less
time to complete and will generate a
better response.
In the current system, courses are
selected by individual colleges. The Col
Printed on recycled paper; please recycle

lege of Arts and Sciences (COAS) be
gins fall scheduling during the previous
spring. Certain classes are always offered,
such as Composition I and Literature I,
because they are required courses for all
undergraduates attending UNF. Other
courses are offered as teachers are avail
able or as student demand requires it.
After selecting the courses, colleges then
return their schedules to Enrollment Ser
vices to be included in scheduling cata
logs for the students.
Several factors can influence whether
or not a class is cancelled after it has
already been offered to students. Reasons
for cancellation range from faculty prob
lems, such as instructors not being able to
teach due to emergencies, to facililty
problems, such as the unavailability of a
room necessary for a particular class.
COAS tries not to cancel classes unless
there is somewhere else to place stu
dents. However, if a class is cancelled,
the student is contacted and other op
tions are made available.
Some problems, however, stem from

not enough sections of a course being
offered. This fall, two sections of Litera
ture I were offered. Seventy-four stu
dents enrolled in the two classes, leaving
90 without the class, even after 10 over
rides were granted. Over 25 of the stu
dents said they tried five or more times to
get into the class. The Florida Legislature
set a cap, a limit of the students allowed
in the class, in 1986 in accordance with
Gordon Writing/Math rule, and school
officials must abide by the state’s decree.
Academically, too, it is impractical to
teach some classes, like public speaking,
in a class with 100 students in it.
COAS officials said only two sections
of Lit I were offered because the demand
seemed low when the decision was made
the previous spring. The COAS said it is
difficult to judge the enrollment needs of
students for the fall. During the registra
tion period, COAS monitors student reg
istration to better respond to demands.
One problem, though, is that upperclass
men - juniors and seniors - are enrolling
in classes that are needed by

lowerclassmen to fulfill general educa
tion requirements. Transfer students and
students postponing or failing necessary
classes all contribute to the unavailabil
ity of courses.
Since registration is prioritized based
on the number of classes an individual
student takes, upperclassmen register
before lowerclassmen, filling up required
courses and leaving freshmen and sopho
mores waiting for a future semester to
take core classes.
More faculty would seem to be an
obvious answer to some of these prob
lems, but money is not always available,
and neither are the teachers. UNF relies
on the use of adjunct professors, those
who teach part-time and are not tenured
faculty, but the requirements are high to
maintain the quality of teaching here.
Some adjuncts cannot teach specialized
courses because they lack the education
necessary for that area. These problems
sometimes result in a class not being
taught or not enough sections of the class
being offered.
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Partnership productive for university, high school students
by Christina Jennings-Zdrazil
Contributing writer

While most people cringe at
the thought of studying math or
science, students at Raines get
excited.
Through a project at William
M. Raines Senior High School,
the magnet school for science,
technology, engineering, and
mathematics, students and teach
ers participate with local private
industry and higher education to
enhance the educational experi
ence.
Southern Bell established the
Raines Partnership Project, in
1989, as a mentoring initiative.
Through an Eisenhower Grant,
in 1991, UNF joined Southern
BelΓs efforts and formed the Al
liance for Education, which di
rects the Partnership. Dr. Ray
Bowman, the director of the
Northeast Florida Institute for
Science, Mathematics and Com
puter Education here at UNF,
serves as the chair of the alli
ance. He has helped draw local

private businesses to the Partnership and has directed programs of this nature for over ten
years.
The project currently receives more than $500,000 in
the form of cash and in-kind
contributions from local private industry and government, as well as a grant from
the Florida Department of
Education. Current members
of the Partnership include
Jacksonville University,
Duval Teachers United, Jacksonville Electric Authority,
Vistakon, and IBM Corporation.
One component, the mentor
program, pairs students with representatives of private industry
or higher education to give the
students models to follow. The
students visit local businesses and
business representatives visit the
school.
“The mentor program serves
as another sounding board for
what the teachers are saying in

Police Beat

ment in Bldg. A was kicked open
Oct. 29. Nothing was missing
•The operator of a Safe Ride and the door was repaired by the
cart struck a 1988 Ford on Oct. university.
26 in Lot 1. The Ford, which was
•Three pairs of ladies Nike
legally parked, sustained $700 Air Force shoes were missing from
damage. Damage to the cart was lockers in the ladies’ locker r∞m
unlisted.
in UNF Arena. No forced entry
•A student was brought up was reported. The shoes were
on charges Oct. 27 for selling a valued at $351.
textbook back to the bookstore
•Someone entered an un
that he found. The rightful owner locked apartment in Osprey Hall
spotted the $24 book on the shelf Nov. 1 and urinated in the tape
and the book was returned to the door of a VCR. The VCR was
owner. The owner didn’t press worth $325.
charges against the seller.
• A 30-pound bottle of freon
• The operator of a cart struck and a faucet (in the box) were
an illegally-parked 1984 stolen Nov. 1 from Bldg. 6 (Physi
Cheverolet while backing down cal Facilities). The items were
a ramp at Bldg. 24 (Receiving). valued at $118.
No damage was reported to the
•A 1986 Plymouth caught
cart, the Cheverolet’s damage fire near the entrance of UNF.
was $300.
The driver pulled the car onto
•
The back door of an apartthe
- shoulder and the fire was
by Rob Moore
Staff Writer

the classroom,” said Carla
Dawson-Jackson, project direc
tor. A certified science teacher,
Dawson-Jackson coordinates the
activities of the Raines Partner
ship Project. Forty-two Raines
students will travel to Atlanta to
attend the Black Achievers in
Science conference at the Sci
ence and Technology Museum.
According to Dawson-Jackson,
this will let them see contribu
tions made by other African
Americans, like themselves, that
they can use as models.
Another program, summer
internships, allows Raines teach
ers to spend four-eight weeks
working in private industry or
government to provide real world
experiences relevant to science,
math and engineering. In addi
tion, inservice workshops and
seminars serve as professional
development tools to help im
prove teaching skills. It “facili
tates teachers breaking out of the
rut and remaining competitive,”
said Dawson-Jackson. “The in

teraction between teachers and
business is a true collaborative
effort - elbow to elbow."
Teachers commonly try to
live down the stereotype that, as
the years pass, teaching styles
and knowledge of current events
decline. This program educates
them on the most recent teach
ing and learning strategies and
promotes continued learning,
which translates into better
teaching and better students.
“Teachers are the agents of
change,” said Bowman, “and the
unusual thing about this is the
willingness of the high school to
open its doors and accept private
industry’s advice on curriculum
and teaching techniques.”
Betz PaperChem, Inc., pro
vides summer jobs for Raines stu
dents through the alliance’s sum
mer job program. Other pro
grams include guest speakers from
local businesses and technical
assistance to network computers
at Raines.
According to a 1988 report

extinguished. The damage was
$500.
• A man was spotted Nov. 2
in the second floor ladies room
in Bldg. 10 sitting in a stall.
When noticed, the man picked
up a tape recorder from the bathroom floor and ran. The police
department will be putting out a
sketch of the man.
•An FCCJ student was
caught trying to steal a book from
the UNF library. The girl activated the sensors exiting the second floor. Hearing the sound,
she dropped the book and kicked
it underneath a chair. The library personnel didn’t find the

book in her bookbag and let the were stolen Nov. 7 from Bldg. 2.
girl leave. The book was found The owner went to a locker out
later and the incident was re side of the room and the items,
valued at $250, were missing.
ported to the police.
• A female staff member re
•The driver of 1979 Chevy
truck hit a 1991 Nissan in the ported threatening calls Nov. 8
right front Nov. 3 attemting to from a male aquaintance.
• A fire extinguisher was sto
turn left onto UNF drive. The
Nissan’s damage was $5,000, the len from the parking garage.
truck sustained no damage.
Theft of an extinguisher is a
• A female resident of Osprey felony regardless of the price. The
Hall received threatening calls extinguisher was worth $50.
• A construction worker was
Nov. 3 from a male caller.
•Three building keys were struck in the back Nov. 9 by a
reported missing from Bldg. 5 in fallen peice of scaffolding. The
the custodial office. The keys worker was taken to St. Lukes
Hospital and received no broken
were valued at $4.
bones.
•
A CD player and a jacket

by the national Task Force on
Women, Minorities and the
Handicapped in Science and
Technology, “by the year 2000,
85 percent of the new entrants to
the nation’s workforce will be
minorities and women. The na
tion can meet future shortfalls of
scientists and engineers only by
serving as a catalyst to bring
members of underrepresented
groups into science and engineering.
The Alliance for Education
formed in response to the task
force with a primary mission of
enhancing the quality of educa
tion in the public schools in the
areas of science, technology, en
gineering, and mathematics.
Today, the program expands to
reach all disciplines to “not only
affect math and science, but the
whole environment that sur
rounds it,” said Bowman. “The
private industry’s enthusiastic
participation is unique. They
really want to help make a differ
ence in the quality of education.”

Give 365 smiles a year.

Valujet ValuFares Are As Low As $39!
Now you can afford to spread your wings.
We’re Valujet. A brand-new airline offering incredibly low ValuFares and daily nonstop

DC-9 jet service between Atlanta and Orlando, Tampa and Jacksonville, Florida.

How low? Just $39 for every seat on every flight. Fare is one-way, with no roundtrip

Instead of shopping for the perfect gift, create it yourself.
A personalized calendar from Kinko’s includes full color
copies of all your favorite pictures. It’s like sending a new
photo to your family every month.

purchase required. And you can make your reservations now.
Before long we’ll also be offering nonstop service between Atlanta and Fort Lauderdale,

Louisville, New Orleans and Memphis, with good connections through Atlanta to most cities we
serve. Seats on all these routes are available, so you can make your holiday reservations now.
For information and reservations, see your Travel Agent. Or call

ValuJet at 1-800-VALUJET (1-800-825-8538).

Because for every reason you have for going

10% OFF CUSTOM CALENDARS
Bring in your favorite original photos, graphics, or designs into the
Kinko’s listedand receive 10% off custom calendars. Laminated cover
not included. We cannot reproduce copyrighted photos. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through 11/30/93.
Open 24 hours
642-3085
9810 Baymeadows Rd.
(Next to Sliders)

kinko's
Your branch office

somewhere, we have a ValuFare to get you there

for less.

Valujet
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The $39 fare is available on all flights for travel through November 21,1993. Effective
November 22,1993, a 21-day advance purchase is required. Other low fares are available,
some restrictions apply. Fares do not include Passenger Facility Charges of up to $6,
depending on itinerary. Fares and schedules are subject to change without notice.
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Physical therapy program prepares students for medical arena
by Linda Heinzman
Contributing writer

When students graduate from the
Physical Therapy program at UNF, their
biggest dilemma won’t be finding em
ployment, but deciding which job to
take. There are more jobs available than
applicants to fill them.
Gaining experience through class
room and clinical settings, and perform
ing a clinical internship prepares stu
dents to sit for their state license. Once
licensed, the student can work in a wide
variety of job settings, including hospi
tals, nursing homes, rehabilitation cen
ters, sports clinics, and outpatient clin
ics.
UNF started the Physical Therapy
program in the fell of 1992 to meet this
demand. There are only four other uni
versities in Florida with physical therapy
programs. Demand is also high for ad
mission to the program, but currently,
only 24 students are accepted each year
at UNF.
While starting salaries ranging from
$35,000 to $45,000 per year may sound
like a dream come true, the program isn’t
for everyone. Applicants must have at
least a 2.80 GPA overall and a 2.80 GPA
or higher in all science prerequisites plus
sixty hours of volunteer work supervised

by a physical therapist.
Dr. Martha Rader, director of the
Physical Therapy program, said volun
teer work will help students decide if
physical therapy is the right occupation
for them. “This is a very people-oriented
profession. Volunteering gives the stu
dent an opportunity to see what physical
therapists do and to make sure this is
really what they want to do,” said Rader.

Rader.
Cheri Middleton, a senior in the pro
gram, believes applicant interviews are
very important. “Some schools don’t in
terview applicants, they just use GPA
scores. Just because you get good grades
doesn’t mean you would be good at work
ing with people,” said Middleton.
Some students in the program, like
Middleton, have other degrees. “Not

“This is a very people-oriented profession.
Volunteering gives the student an opportunity to
see what physical therapists do and to make
sure this is really what they want to do.”
— Dr. Martha Rader, director,
Physical Therapy program
The minimum requirements for applying don’t guarantee admittance to the
program. With almost 400 people applying this year, the minimum requirements
aren’t competitive, said Rader. She said
the average GPA of students chosen was
3.60 overall and 3.70 in the sciences.
A further determinant in the selection process is a group interview. How
well candidates express themselves, interact with others and work in a group
setting narrows the selection process, said

Campus offers many fitness
opportunities for students
by Erin Langen
Contributing writer

It’s noon and you’ve just finished an exam. Your next
class doesn’t start until three. For the next three hours you
could study, however, you crammed all night and the last
thing you want to do is open another book. So why not
take advantage of your free time and do something great
for you.
UNF is just the place for you to get in shape. Yes,
exercise—the dreaded activity too many of us place at the
bottom of our list of things to do. Exercise does not only
help to reduce the stress, it also has numerous benefits for
your health.
In 1992, the American Heart Association stated a
physically inactive person is at a major risk for heart
disease. The AHA’s statement was based on two studies
published in The New England Journal of Medicine and the
Journal of the American Medical Association, in which
cardiovascular disease was cited as seven to eight times
higher in people who do not exercise.
Along with the benefits exercise can have on your
heart, physical activity can also help aid in preventing
cancer and is extremely helpful in weight loss and maintenance. The list of reasons to exercise is endless. There
are no more reasons to put off getting in shape, especially
with the fitness opportunities available on campus.
The UNF Arena offers aerobics twice a day at noon
and at 5:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday and at noon
on Friday. Jodie Rawlins, a sophomore majoring in educa
tion, attends aerobics as much as possible. "Not only do
you get a great workout but I feel less stressed after the
class. It’s a great afternoon break” said Rawlins.
However, if aerobics is not your choice activity, there
are numerous other recreational activities available in the
arena. Basketball, volleyball, racquetball,wallyball and
badminton are available at various times and you can
check out the necessary equipment at the Arena.
Besides the Arena, the Osprey Fitness Center is an
other great place to begin your exercise routine. Open
everyday, the facility has a variety of aerobic and weight
training equipment and a well-trained student staff to
help you get in shape. The staff is there to show you all you
need to know about how to operate the equipment or help
you begin an exercise routine.
However, if the fitness center isn’t what you’re looking
for, UNF has one more indoor facility to help you start
exercising. The Aquatic Center features a indoor 50meter by 25-meter heated pool available everyday for your
use. The Aquatic Center also offers swimming lessons,
various training classes and aqua-aerobics Monday through
Friday at noon and Monday through Thursday at 5:45
p.m.
UNF has all you need to help you to start or continue
your exercise routine. All you have to have is a validated
ID card. The next time you have a break, check out what
UNF's facilities can offer you and start exercising. The
benefits are too good to pass up.

many people get in their junior year.
Since you can only apply once a year, a
lot of students just keep taking other
classes until they get in,” she said.
“We have a whole variety of paths
that people have taken, education and
career-wise, to get to us as an applicant,”
said Rader. “That’s one reason we have
so many people apply, but it means we
end up with a really neat class.” She said
students ages in the first class range from
19 to 51.

“It’s like no other program,” said se
nior Theresa Sullo. “You see these people
more than you see your own family. You
really bond.”
Sullo is president of the Student Physi
cal Therapy Association, formed in Au
gust and recognized as a university club.
“We wanted to be recognized by the
university, not just the College of Health
Sciences,” said Sullo. To promote aware
ness of UNF's Physical Therapy program
in the Jacksonville health community,
the SPTA most recently performed 269
hours of volunteer service during Na
tional Physical Therapy Month in Octo
ber.
Local hospitals are very aware of the
new program at UNF, providing funding
until the program receives accreditation
from the American Physical Therapy
Association. The program expects to be
accredited in the fall of 1994, before the
first class of students graduates. The hos
pitals also provide some scholarships for
students.
St. Vincent’s Medical Center and St.
Luke’s Hospital are also supplying space
and equipment for clinical classes until
the College of Health building is com
pleted. Rader said the building should be
finished in the fall of 1994 and ready for
classes by January 1995.

Acne can be prevented with care, drugs
by Erin Langen
Contributing writer

It doesn’t matter how old
you are or whether you’re male
or female, and it strikes without
warning. It usually occurs when
you least expect it and you never
welcome its arrival. Unfortunately, for millions of people it is
acne.
The annoying skin condi
tion affects approximately 80
percent of the population at
some time in their lives. Al
though most people suffer from
acne in their teens, the disease
can strike adults even into their
forties. According to medical
researchers, acne is primarily
caused by an increase in levels of
hormones, which spark an in
crease in the production of skin
oil (sebum) and enlarge oil
glands.
Even though men do develop
acne, the disease is more com
mon in women, due to the pos
sibility of higher hormone levels
in females. Acne will, in most
cases, go away eventually within
a few years. However, failure to
receive proper care can leave
lifelong scars. Acne can affect a
person’s self-image and the way
he or she relates to other people,
making acne treatment very
important to many doctors. The
best method of treating acne
depends on the severity of the
condition and the individual’s
reaction to treatment.

Florence Nelson, a registered
nurse at Memorial Medical Center, stated there are a lot ofmyths
about acne treatment. Everyday stress does not cause acne,
however, it can aggravate the
condition in some people. Another common misconception
is that eating foods such as pizza
and chocolate can cause acne.
Nelson said this is simply not
proven, although some doctors
believe it can sometimes adversely affect acne. One thing is
for certain: a strict diet will not,
by itself, clear up acne.
Besides stress and diet, the
sun is often believed to affect
acne. Nelson said the sun can
help some people temporarily,
but the risks of skin cancer are
always present with exposure to
the sun in large amounts. The
best advice Nelson gives in fighting acne is not to pick at inflammations, to wear water-based
(noncomedogenic) cosmetics
and sunscreens (never use oilbased products) and get medical
attention if over-the-counter
drugs do not work.
Dermatologists and physicians can prescribe medicine to
help clear up tougher cases of
acne. Antibiotics taken orally
or externally can effectively increase the appearance of the skin.
The most important thing to
remember is these drugs should
only be used under the supervision of a doctor.

The Spinnaker

What you can do to improve your
skin condition.
A list of helpful hints from skin
experts

1. Don’t over-scrub. Over-cleans
ing can irritate skin, causing further
trouble with dryness and flaking.

2.Havingacnedoesn'tmeanyour
skin’s not clean. It’s a disease.
3. Washing your face with mild
soap & water 2-3 times a day is plenty
(unless you’re following your doctor’s
instructions to do otherwise.)

4. Use water-based, rather than
oil-based cosmetics.
Look for the term “noncomedogenic” on the product label.
5. Check with your doctor to see
if you really need astringents or ton
ers everyday. These products can also
be drying.
6. Use abrasive puffs or cleaners
sparingly, if at all.

7. When rinsing, softly pat your
skin dry. Don’t rub.
8. Don’t squeeze or pick at your
skin.
9. Treat your acne-prone skin gen
tly. Squeezing can damage skin, cre
ating long-lasting scars or dark spots.

10. Gethelp ifyour acne is getting
worse.

wants you to impress your friends and

future bosses by joining a team that cares.

We are looking for reporters and a copy edi- tor for the next semester.
Some positions are paid!
Pick up applications in Bldg. 14, Rm. 2607

on the door
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Study attempts to pin down identity of Generation X
(CPS)- Misinformation is causing
many marketers and advertisers taking
aim at Generation X to miss the target,
according to findings in a continuing
institute trends research study, “Genera
tion X’ers: Who They Are, Where
They’re Going: Hot Buttons and Cold
Facts.”
Generation X - the 47-million-person crowd of Americans between 18 and
29 years old - controls $125 billion in
disposable income. And while marketers
of many stripes are spending millions
trying to get their share of the billions,
they often waste their money, led astray
by popular myths. Among them:
Myth 1: X’ers are savvy and informed
and don’t buy into advertising.
Myth 2: X’ers are free-spirited indi
viduals, marching to the beat of their
own drum.

Myth 3: X’ers got shafted by the
boomers, who took all the good jobs.
Trends show otherwise:
• Insecure: Most of today’s older teens
and young adults are insecure, not savvy
and smug, not informed, according to the
study, which the institute began in 1992.
Their “savviness” and “knowledge of
issues” is influenced primarily by selec
tive exposure to television- notably MTV
and prime-time fiction and docudramas.
And while X’ers may appear to be
iconoclastic, they’re impressionable and
can be easily persuaded to buy products
and services.
They will resist persuasion like any
one else. But key to reaching through to
them is being consistent with their mood
attitude expectations and making it easier
for them to fulfill the advertising’s call to
action.

• Conforming: This generation is not
more individualistic than any other, with
only 8 percent showing any consistently
strong desire to be separate and unique.
Its members’ dress, hair-styling, lis
tening, viewing, speaking, reading and
non-verbal communication patterns are
generally consistent within various gen
erational subgroups, according to the
study. Indeed, most crave social accep
tance and display normative interests in
conformity.
• Boomer Envy: Because most X’ers
went through their formative years dur
ing the materialistic ’80s, and became
entranced with TV fantasy lifestyles, they
became conditioned to expect immedi
ate riches, the study found. Having to
“pay your dues” was not part of their
upbringing.

But now that they’re entering the job
market in difficult times, some 58 percent of these “Nation at Risk” school
products are finding themselves not only
educationally ill-equipped by also emotionally unprepared: Rather than recognizing that the world has changed, they
consider themselves victims of the
boomers, whom they accuse of taking all
the higher-paying and glamorous jobs.
Much of business’ misinformation
about Generation X stems from a
“groupthink/market hypnosis,” in which
assumptions are unquestioned, one-sided
information is justified and conclusions
are righteously defended until they become dogma, the study said.
And it found that the prevailing wisdom about X’ers is basically folly when
examined in the light of evidence.

Students boomerang home to parents when funds run low
(CPS) - A surprise is waiting
in store for thousands of college
students after they graduate instead of getting that job they
dream about and setting up their
own apartment, many find themselves returning home to live.
The members of Generation
X have a new tag: the
boomerangers.
Many factors play into this
scenario, say two Florida State
University professors, that are
forcing graduating college seniors to return to the nest. A
weak job market and low-paying jobs are among the causes
forcing graduates to rethink priorities and goals and perhaps
come to a conclusion that it’s
time to pack up and move back
with mom and dad. Or move in
with mom. Or dad. Or mom and
her boyfriend. Or dad and his
companion.
“There’s nothing illogical
about it, to kind of live off of
your parents for a while,” said D.
Ray Bardill, dean of FSU’s
School of Social Work. “You’re
grown, so you can do your own
thing. Many families don’t find
a problem with this at all. Parents inherently want their children to do well. Why should the
parents live well and see their
children do without?”
It is estimated that a substantial portion (some estimates
range up to 40 percent) of the 19
million adults between the ages
of 18 and 34 live at home with
one or both of their parents.
There are no studies that indi-

cate the number of recent college graduates who have returned home, but Bardill and
Nicholas Mazza, who also
teaches in the School of Social
Work, believe the number is
high.
Bardill theorizes that the
adolescent period of human development, in which parental
dependence is a strong factor, is
expanding chronologically.
“It’s a modeling kind of message that can be unhealthy. We
as a culture have extended adolescence until around 28. That’s
unfortunate. What we’re creating is a dependent society,” said
Bardill.
What the boomerangers are
looking for, he theorizes, is instant material gratification that
is nearly impossible for most recent graduates to obtain. “Our
society brainwashes us through
a barrage of ads that we’re failures if we don’t keep up with the
Joneses and buy the newest and
most improved commodities in
the marketplace,” Bardill said.
“Our materialistic mindset begins as very young children and
intensifies as we enter adulthood.”
This, combined with the fact
that the job market is fairly tight
right now and is going through
some fundamental structural
changes, is forcing young adults
to make the decision to move
home for a while.
There can be several attendant problems involved in this,
said Mazza, including the fact
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that students have been living
as independent beings, and re
turning home can put a crimp in
their style. Conversely, their
parents may not have been static
in their personal growth since
Junior left for college, do they
may have some big adjustments
to make, too. This can include
divorce, entering new relation
ships or a new marriage.
“For the college student re
turning home, the critical issue
is readjustment,” Mazza said.
“You have a young adult return
ing home, so perhaps from the
students perspective there may
be some tendency for the par
ents to be more involved than
he or she would find necessary.
“Clearly returning home
from the college student’s per
spective can be a sense of disap
pointment and failure, so while
the practicality says they may
need to return home, emotion
ally, this could be devastating.”
The situation doesn’t neces
sarily have to be all bad, he said.
“It has the potential to be healthy
or unhealthy depending on the
circumstances. It can be a tem
porary solution and still move
forward and maintain some ele
ment of hope,” Mazza said. “It
doesn’t have to mean that, 'I am
indeed a failure’ and doesn’t have
to imply you’re a loser. As long
as you can maintain a positive
sense of direction in your life, it
can be healthy.”
What about a sense of free
dom and independence, and
such issues as staying out late
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and maintaining your love life?
Bardill suggests that the
young adult and the parents work
out what both sides can live with,
but with the caveat that the
parents do rule the roost. “Things
must be worked out for what
ever fits for the family and the
young adult,” he said. “The mini
mum one would hope is that
they stay out of each other’s hair.
But parents own the home, so
they can set the rules.”
He said what he does in edu
cation is study how this phe
nomenon occurs and what fac
tors are involved. “It’s a cultural
dynamic. It is the imperatives of
‘more,’ driven by the impera
tives to have more freedom,” he
said. “If you want to get to the
part to speculate about, consider
this: A lot of parents don’t feel
good about themselves, so
they’re not willing to let go and
let their children grow up.”
The issue of returning home
can begin on one level, such as
economic needs, and quickly
proceed into other familial is
sues. “Boomerangers can’t afford

new cars, big apartments or
homes in this economic era of
limited job opportunities,”
Bardill said. “So they seek a slice
of their parents’ prosperity until
they can afford their accustomed
way of life.”
But there are other hidden
issues, too. “The issues are very
deep. Deep down, the graduates
know they should be out on their
own, but they develop this attitude of, ‘I’ll sacrifice this so I can
buy this,’” he said. “There’s a
price to pay, but sometimes it’s
not obvious. Anytime you set
yourself up for dependence,
you’ve sold yourself short.”
Bardill sees the situation as
one that is growing within American culture and is reflected
through college students and their
parents. “One big issue is closeness and distance. You have to
work in that realm,” he said. “We
have created a society in which
the dynamic of dependency is
gaining momentum, that someone should take care of me. They
see it happening with other
people, so why not me?”
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Views
Get into the practical holiday
spirit, howto survive thisyear
This is the last issue of the Spinnaker this semester,
so we will not be pondering what to write about in the
paper but what to write on our final exams so that we
can pass this class and get on with our college career
or even to graduation and the ever dimishing rat
race.
So we leave you with a few thoughts about every
retailers dream and ever parents nightmare, christmas
shopping.
First thing is that all the best sales are not on the
day after Thanksgiving, so save yourself all the
aggrivation of trying to fight with half of Jacksonville
for that one parking space in front of the mall.
Instead, stay at home, drink some of your favorite
beverage and recover from all the leftovers that you
are about to consume again.
Now that Thanksgiving has past and you have
recovered, now would be the best time to go shop
ping.
Most important thing is to start a list of everyone
that you have to buy a gift for. Now would also a
perfect time to see if you have to buy a present for all
200 people in your office or if your going to pick a
person who you have know idea who they are or what
they like to buy for at christmas.
Another important detail to remember is not to
bring your children with you to pick out presents for
them or there siblings, because they usually can’t
understand why they can’t have they present now or
why there not getting it.
They usually discuss this issue with you by stand in
the middle of the isle and yelling at the top of their
lungs as to why they can’t get what they want and
want now.
After the finally joys of christmas is over and you
have recovered from welcoming the New Year in
along with trying to remember how you did it. You
can look forward to returning to UNF to start another
successful semester and we will also be welcoming
you back in our January 13 issue. So we would like
to wish everyone a happy and safe holiday season,
and remember the one that dies with the most stuff
wins. Good Luck!

Letters to the Editor
Student challenges opinions of letter writers
As a black male student in a wheelchair, I
came to UNF last May with the perception that
the students here were “warm and friendly.” In
regards to the items that appeared in the Novem
ber 3 edition of the Spinnaker's “Letters to the
Editor,” I can see that not everyone holds this
belief.
I was floored, to say the least, at the comments
that appeared. Although these are the opinions of
Mr. Todd Piers, Dr. Klein’s Fall ’93 logic (yea,
right) class and Mr. Chris Efaw, and I respect the
fact that they are absolutely entitled to their
narrow-minded views, I feel that these comments
all prove what I have known for quite some time;
racism is very alive and well here at UNF.
First of all, Mr. Piers states that the AfricanAmerican Student Union is “an organization
whose very name implies division by race.” So
here we go again with all that Rush Limbaugh
crap! Let me guess... reverse discrimination, right?
I don’t think so! In a country where blacks are
only a fraction of the entire population, I sin
cerely hope that Mr. Piers is not suggesting that
organizations which cater to the needs of minori
ties are useless. Personally, I don’t see any of the
“white” organizations or Mr. Piers going out of
their way to welcome blacks.
As for the members of Dr. Klein’s logic class, I
would surely hate to run into you all on a quiet
street late at night. I must say that your article was
very well-written, although I found your subtle
attempts to hide your true feelings of prejudice
and conceit by using sophisticated words very
amusing. While I do agree that the right to free
dom of speech must be protected, some disciplin
ary action must be taken against all guilty parties
in this case, to show that nonsense of this type will
not be tolerated in an academic environment. If
we allow such human waste as this to flourish,
then what’s from stopping those innocent, good
ol', all-American boys of the KKK from marching
or protesting on campus, and “exercising their
right to free speech?” And if that happens, then
what? What will you all allow next in the name of
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free speech?
And as for Mr. Chris Efaw’s problem with our
quickness to label people unfairly, let me say this:
As a black male, I can spot a racist. They are the
ones who pass you by in the hall and won’t speak;
they are the ones who clutch their bags and purses
very tightly whenever a black male passes by; they
are the ones who feel that blacks have it “easy”
today, but just like to whine and complain about
nothing. Perhaps these individuals feel that the
institution of racism no longer exists? Wow, you
mean that I as a black man can walk the streets of
Alabama at night and not get harassed? Do you
mean to say that if I choose to date a white girl
from Mississippi, her family will automatically
welcome me with open arms? Really? Oh gollygee! I guess all those skinheads and “white is right”
groups I see on TV are a hoax. A figment of my
imagination, huh?
In conclusion, I would just like to say that I am
not a racist. I have plenty of white friends, I have
dated a few, and have even slept over at some of
their homes. I love white people. See, I am a
christian and I am commanded by Jesus to love all
people. UNF should not allow in any form, offen
sive material to flow through the halls of this
school. Offending someone is not a price we pay
for liberty, rather it is a show of ignorance and a
sign of fear. I can’t stand in the middle of a theater
and yell “Fire!” if a fire does not exist, nor can I go
to an elementary school and teach them the
“Seven Dirty Words,” nor can I also stand in the
middle of the fourth floor of the library and play
2 Live Crew at foil volume! An intelligent, level
headed, rational adult should understand that no
one can say whatever they want, whenever they
want, wherever they want, and in whatever fash
ion they please. That’s why we have laws, rules
and regulations, people. Whatever happened to
morals, values, and just plain ol' being nice to
people, huh?
Mike Powell
junior, Criminal Justice

LASO stresses necessity of Univision on cable
Members of the Latin American Student Or
ganization as well as other UNF students are
extremely disappointed in an article your Sports
Editor Rob Moore had written in the October 6
issue of the Spinnaker. His statement, which read,
“Do we really need the Spanish channel?” is
merely his ignorance in that the channel is neces
sary. UNF is composed of approximately 300
Latin American students who find the channel

entertaining, interesting, and by all means, neces
sary. Along with a wide variety of UNF students
who watch the channel Univison to learn more
about the Spanish culture and sports enthusiasts
who watch every Sunday for the best soccer on
television, the Spanish channel does not go
unwatched.
George C. Mavrantzas
president, LASO

November

Letters to the Editor
Student concerned about impact of pesticides
I am writing to express my concern about signs posted around stating, “Caution, Pes
the possible unsafe use of pesticides on cam ticides In Use." A couple of weeks ago, the
pus. I have frequently seen University em entire Green was roped off with red tape.
ployees in full protective clothing (i.e. full There were signs warning people to take
body coveralls, goggles, respirators, rubber caution. I wonder if the parents who take
gloves and boots) spraying pesticides in the their children to the Child Care and Devel
middle of the day, with unprotected and opment Center, realized their children are
unknowing students walking by, seemingly paraded down to the Green where they run,
lay, and roll all over pesticide-laden grass.
unconcerned.
I have discussed the pesticide issue with
I have personally witnessed a woman
suffer a respiratory attack in our classroom, people who have brought to my attention
when pesticides were sprayed outside of the the poor health of the lakes on campus.
building. Her attack was serious enough There has been an explosion of aquatic
that it forced her to withdrawl, due to the plant growth that seems to be a result of
repeated use of pesticides near our class pesticides and fertilizers that make their
room. After this incident, whenever I saw way into the lakes. The plants will eventu
her standing outside the building, she would ally choke the lakes, unless more chemicals
be wearing a respirator.
are added to kill them, which in turn kills
This leads me question the benefits of the fish. These chemicals and pesticides will
using pesticides. I have attended this sch∞l eventually make their way down to the
several years, and it seems the major use of water table. I sincerely hope the water being
pesticides has been on the University Green. consumed on campus is not well water... it’s
There has been a gradual decline in the something to think about next time you
quality of the grass over the years. A chemi step up to the drinking fountain. I think we
cal stench permeates from the Green. The have to ask ourselves, where do the benefits
soil is a bleached out, lifeless color, which of using pesticides stop, and the disadvan
looks devoid of any nutritional value to the tages start?
David Bledsoe
grass. Why do we continue using pesticides
senior, Fine Arts
that do not prove beneficial? I have noticed
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Legal restrictions on smoking more
credible than health concerns
by John Hoagland
Contributing writer

There’s a dangerous trend these days: people are wasting too much time
and money making excuses and hiding behind an illegitimate veil of Political
Correctness and distorted facts.
A recent Faculty Association meeting fell prey to this spineless excuse for
action following a flurry of complaints about a mysterious troublemaker who
smokes a pipe in his office and supposedly pollutes the Business Adminstration
building.
Admirably citing the need to ensure strict adherence to the state’s Clean
Indoor Air Act, as well the University of North Florida's policy forbidding
smoking of any kind within school buildings, the discussion apparently
veered away from its justified legal basis and made the foolish and somewhat
childish claim that the guilty party not only crossed the line and violated the
law, but offended people and even threatened lives.
To say that the circulation of pipe smoke through the building’s air system
is in any way offensive is grasping at straws. Oftentimes, I am personally
offended by students who feel compelled to douse themselves in Old Spice
or Obsession or whatever else they choose, but I don’t get agitated about it.
To make matters more complicated, the complaint also raised the argument
that circulation of said pipe smoke is also “life-threatening.”
This is highly unlikely, considering the multitued of legitimate dangers
presented to us in our daily lives.
If someone were seated in a small room, or even a large one, for that
matter, with a smoker, it is possible that the smoke presents a potentially life
threatening situation, although a scientist of any worth would likely scoff at
the notion of death by limited exposure to pipe smoke.
Even so, it is far removed from this situation. Pipe smoke sucked up by a
huge machine, filtered and regurgitated through adjoining offices hardly
Look at big picture when thinking about NFL seems dangerous.
Let’s get back to the perfume. I often suffer headaches, as well as general
If you’re having a hard time figuring out rolled the bid to put a team in the River City aggravation, when forced to sit at close proximity with someone who has
why Jacksonville seems to be the Ugly Duck have been remarkably reluctant to give up bathed themselves in eau de toilette. This raises the possibility that it is life
ling in the race to snatch up an NFL expan the fight. Weaver has finally seen that no- threatening, too. Maybe, maybe not.
sion team, take a closer look at the state, in body in the NFL ever took Jacksonville
The fact that my complaint involves something offensive, not to mention
general.
seriously, and the search for eleventh-hour life-threatening is moot. I have no legal ground to stand on as far as enforcing
Florida has definitely seen better days. alternatives is in full-swing.
a No Perfume policy inside classrooms or other confined spaces.
This state has a notorious reputation for
Some say this is a hick town, full of red
Smokers aren’t so lucky. It’s illegal to smoke in a public indoor area and
attracting wayward hustlers and demented necks with no allegiance to anything, save
that’s the bottom line.
senior citizens. Aside from a few undiscov mud-wrestling and Budweiser. This may or
To cloud the issue with questionable health issues and especially the
ered hideaways, we are plagued by a bur may not be true, depending on who you ask,
fundamentally bogus claim that if something is offensive then it is wrong only
geoning population of trailer parks and sleazy but the fact remains that the best reason for
makes matters worse. This brand of politically correct tattle-tailing is
motels. Even in the most civilized circles, putting a team here is the long-overdue
childish and unjustified. Our faculty should be tackling tougher issues. As for
tourists are treated poorly. The fortunate renovation of the Gator Bowl, which is
visitors eagerly throw their money into high- plagued by a state of disrepair so severe that the pipe-smoker, somebody should have the guts to tell him to knock it off
rise condos and sterilized resorts. The less anyone who has been there in recent years and get back to work!
As for pussy-footing around and hiding behind empty claims rather than
fortunate are lucky to get settled at all. The will tell you that walking around in it is a
confronting the issue head-on, it’s futile and time-consuming.
recent rash of random slayings along Florida’s hazardous undertaking.
Put that in your pipe and smoke it.
highways makes it perfectly clear that the
Now that the quest to make professional
natives are restless and the tourists are easy football a reality here may mean buying an
prey. The Tourism Commission even had to existing team, clubs like the Patriots and the
withdraw the perpetual multi-million dol Buccaneers are faced with their final re
lar advertising campaign that draws visitors prieve.
from all over the world.
The smart money says that if Jackson
Orlando has fared well. This boom-town ville is forced to purchase a team, the folks
Expert Teachers
made its leap into the professional athletic of Tampa will likely end up the losers.
forum with the formation of the Orlando Considering the false vision of prosperity
Permanent Centers
Magic, but even Michael Eisner, who once seen in the Bay City seven years ago, this is
Total Training
looked out over his Disney World empire probably a smart move for the state as a
CLASSES OFFERED
like the cat who ate the canary, will be whole, although the market up here may
GRE - FEB. TEST
planning a sabbatical until things cool off. not be much better in the long run.
11/29/93
Miami just got a hockey team, the Florida
Frankly, I find the possibility of three pro
GMAT - JAN. TEST
Panthers, which will undoubtedly perform football teams in Florida to be grossly over11/15/93
poorly, but at least they got the team. Even ambitious. If the NFL Now directors decide
NCLEX - FEB. TEST
though Miami is considered by many to be that they must have a team, then the Buc
12/20/93
ravaged by crime and general pestilence, caneers should be disbanded and the Jaguars
LSAT - FEB. TEST
the city has a long history as a money formed from a clean slate. After all, this
11/16/93
magnet, and that means ticket sales. Take option is much more feasible than stealing
the recently indoctrinated Florida Marlins: an expansion bid from St. Louis, and it
CALL 731-5500
even that adolescent organization proved to would kill two birds with one stone: it would
FOR DETAILS
be more popular, not to mention more suc end Tampa’s prolonged inadequacy which
cessful, than a seasoned club like the New has been a drain on the NFL in general, and
York Mets.
it would give Jacksonville locals a good
Since Jacksonville got duped by the NFL excuse to close their ranks and show some
owners committee when the ballots came unity.
back last month, Wayne Weaver and Carl
John Hoagland
senior, Psychology
Cannon and all the other fat-cats who bank-
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Culture SHOCK
Art and events for the UNF community

Bulletin Board

Entertainment ideas for the financially challenged
by Christina Jennings-Zdrazil
Contributing Writer

Students tug at withered
pockets and raise empty palms
Come see the show, you stoopid eediot! as desperate cries rise from the
Okay all you closet cartoon-oholics, here’s your chance to UNF masses, “There’s nothing
cheap to do around here!”
meet one of today’s biggest, brightest but not seen stars, Billy
While the names Jackson
West. He is well known in animation circles but to the rest of the ville and UNF do not exactly
world he is know as Ren and Stimpy. You got he does the voice draw fevered excitement regard
for these two strange fellow. He will talk a lot about the audio ing entertainment options, there
visual and will of course reflect on the black humor and manic exists some unique alternatives
pace of Ren and Stimpy. He will be appearing at the Andrew A. to the ever popular McD’s and a
Robinson Theatre, Wednesday, November 17, at 8 p.m. Admis movie.
Students can fulfill practical
sion is free but parking is$1. Formore information call 646-2525.
entertainment wishes without
ever stepping off Osprey turf.
The
Student Programming
Singin & Strummin
Board (SPB), a committee of
The Coffeehouse Series continues with Sam Pacetti on No Student Government Associa
vember 23 and Ace Winn, the singer for Piewackit, on December tion, schedules free events every
10. Pacetti, a St. Augustine native, is considered to be one of the month. Forexample, Billy West,
best acoustic guitar players on the scene. He uses a finger picking the voice behind Ren and
Stimpy, will give a lecture in the
style he that accentuates his earlier classical training and has
Andrew A. Robinson Theatre,
recently released his first album called, Sam Pacetti. Ace Winn November 17 at 8 p.m. A Cof
with bring his melodic voice to UNF in December but he will only feehouse in the Boathouse, De
be accompanied only be his acoustic. But, rumor has it things cember 10, premiers Piewackit
could liven up with a surprise appearance of Piewackit as a whole. at 9 p.m.
Stop by the University Gal
Both shows are at the Boathouse and start at 9 p.m. For more
lery
in Bldg. 2. The upcoming
information call 646-2525.
show features art work from UNF
faculty. Take time to appreciate
the artistic talents of UNF's best.
Give us your books!
Afterwards, step across the street
The season of giving is upon us and Jacksonville Public to the south campus of FCCJ
Libraries are banking on our generosity for their Annual Great where faculty art of the Savan
Jacksonville Book Sale. This year there is a special need for nah Sch∞l of Art and Design
preschool/picture books, cookbooks, gardening books and biogra await your viewing pleasure
phies. Book donations may be dropped off at any Duval County through November 23.
Some free alternatives for the
branch library, fire station, Books-A-Million or Bookland locafitness or outdoor types include
tion. For more information call 630-2665.
canoeing, fishing, tennis, vol
leyball, badmitten, and a little
one-on-one on the courts of the
“Alas, poor Yorick. What the hell is his
Arena. Call 646-2999, to re
serveequipment. Other options
head doing in my hand?!”
such as Tai Chi, karate, scuba
Remember when you had to read Shakespeare in high school diving or lacrosse might interest
and it may as well been a trip to the dentist. Not only was it the adventurous.
Okay, so you want to get off
difficult to read and understand, it was boring, or was it? Paul
campus.
Don’t underestimate
Rudnick has taken the bit of Shakespeare tragic hero in his play
the old standbys: bowling at
'I Hate Hamlet." The greatest actor to have played Hamlet, well
Bowl America, billiards at Six
actually his ghost, it pitted against a hot young television star you Pockets, miniature golf at
has recently been given the chance to play the ill fated hero but Mountasia or getting in a few
has always hated the play. Show dates are November 18 through good strokes at the Jacksonville
20. All curtain times are 8 p.m. and tickets are $12 with a discount Golf and Learning Center driv
ing range. How about trying a
for students. For more information 396-4425.
unique twist on the Friday or
Saturday movie venture, by
What are they called, I forget the name... packing some snacks, or even
dinner, and driving over to 6300
Bands are picking some strange names these days, unfortu Blanding Boulevard to the
nately not all of these names are as good as their music and are Playtime Drive-In Theater? It
easily forgotten. Well, a band out of Miami has taken care of that now features popular films as
problem for you they are Forget The Name. In a time when The Firm or Hocus Pocus for
everybody sounds like someone else, they have managed to only $2 per person and special
produce their own musical signature with influence ranging from showings at only fifty cents per
person.
Peter Gabriel and Tears For Fears to Slayer and AC∕DC. After
“Backyard Monsters: The
making a name for themselves in South Florida, Forget The Name World of Insects,” remains a fa
has finally ventured north. They will be playing Friday, Novem vorite exhibit for only $5 per
ber 19 at the Roadhouse in Orange Park. The Swingin’ Johnsons person, cheaper than the aver
are opening. For more information call the Roadhouse at 264- age movie ticket, at the down0611.

town Museum of Science and
History through January 2.
Favorite dance spots include
The Edge, The Milkbar, The
North Shore Bar and Grill, college night on Thursdays at
Crawdaddys, and ladies’ night
on Wednesdays at the Crazy
Horse.
The key to entertainment
fulfillment, however, seems to
hide in the simplest of things,
such as checking out and watching a movie at the UNF media
center or bringing your own and
watching it with a friend. Afterwards, scout out some frozen
yogurt at UNF’s courtyard cafe.

Pack a picnic lunch and hike
through the nature trails. It can
offer the peaceful serenity which
sticky, noisy movie-houses can’t
deliver.

However, with all resources
exhausted, choosing a movie can
still fit the college bill. Select a
film that shows before 6 p.m.
The UA movies matinees only
cost $3.75, with AMC competingat$2.75 and offering student
discounts, with picture identifi
cation, for films after 6 p.m. The
Baymeadows Cineplex Odeon
remains the financial winner at
$1.75 per person.

Some other alternatives which may prove helpful in the
“what-to-do” quest include the following:
SPB Events (904) 646-2525:
University Bazaar, Nov. 17
A monthly flea Market in the courtyard
Coffee-House, Nov. 23, 9 pm
Eclectic music and poetry readings
at the Boathouse
UNF ARENA (904) 646-2999:
Racquetball
Walleyball
Aerobics
Intramurals
Jogging
Swimming (Aquatics Center)

OTHER IDEAS:
* Learn to sail or surf by joining the Sailing Club or the Surf
Club, call Student Development, (904) 646-2525, to find out
how.
* Get a game together on the basketball courts by the
apartments.
* Get your friends to scavenge their fridge and have a
cooking party.
* Choose a good b∞k together and read to each other.
* Get a poker game together, all you need is a deck of cards
and you can use anything for chips. Try pretzels.
* Ride a bike or make a day trip of it.
* Walk in the rain; there’s a lot of it and its free! (remember
to dress for the occasion.)
* Walk on the beach. Take a blanket and watch the
sunrise or the sunset.

LOCAL EVENTS:
George Benson, Nov. 17
Eddie Griffin, Nov. 27
Taylor Dayne, Nov. 28
Rocky Horror Picture Show, Dec. 8
Metropolitan Park: Duran Duran, $8, Nov. 19
Civic Auditorium: Nutcracker, Dec. 10-12
The Edge:
CheapTrick, Nov. 14
Vince Neal, Nov. 25
Morocco Temple: Nirvana, Nov. 26
Or call Ticketmaster, (904) 355-3309, for more!

Florida Theater:
(904) 355-ARTS

November

Gallery to present peculiar art

by Chris Efaw

Flesh and Bone fizzles out
out of four Ospreys

By Linda Heinzman
Contributing Writer

Movie goers will be relucrant to check out the snack bar
during Flesh and Bone. It isn’t
because they’re afraid of missing
the next hair raising scene, it’s
because they might miss the
scene that will explain what this
movie is all about.
Well, go ahead and get the
popcorn and drinks because
questions don’t start getting an
swered until well into the second hour.
The first ten minutes of Flesh
and Bone riveted audiences eyes
to the screen. No one crunched
their popcorn or slurped their
sodas. Even though the movie
had a strong opening which kept
the audience on the edge of their
seats, the rest of it set them up
for a painful letdown.
Main characters, Arlis (Dennis Quaid),Kay (MegRyan) and
Roy (James Caan), are all connected by a dark incident in the
past, and now fate has brought
them together again.
Set in Texas the movies tell
the story of a family who takes in
a young boy who is lost. Mysteriously the phone is out of order,
so the boy has to spend the night
with the family. During the
night, the family is killed in a
botched burglary by their young
guests father. Only the baby girl
is spared.
Quaid, playing the adult version of the boy, is a vending
machine supplier whose job
takes him out of town. It’s one
Motel 6 after the other. Even
though he ran away from his
father years earlier, a blur starred
tattoo on his hairline never lets
him forget the painful memo-

ries.
Ryan plays a naive, openhearted woman who can’t get
home because a thief stole her
bus fare. She meets up with
Quaid who gives her a ride home.
There she finds her marriage has
fallen apart so she packs up what
little belongings she has left and
decides to travel with Quaid.
Caan plays the evil demented
father who likes to remind his
son Arlis the same cold blood
runs through both their veins.
When Roy’s (Caan) partner in
crime Ginnie (Gwyneth
Paltrow) discovers the three are
connected, Roy decides to put
an end to some long unfinished
business.
Paltrow’s performance is one
of the highlights of the movie.
When her character crosses
paths with Ariis and Kay before
they are aware of her relationship with Roy, her portrayal of
being cold and evil is equal to, if
not better than, Caan portrayal
of Roy. She convincingly steals
from both the living and the
dead.
The movie hits its climax
during the confrontation of father and son but fizzles out to a
disappointing end. It’s one of
those “Is that it?” movies. You’re
waiting for the next scenes and
suddenly the credits start rolling.
To be fair, there are a few
good scenes and the actors, except for Ryan who doesn’t fit the
drifting, yet-worldly-innocent,
cigarette-smoking Texas girl,
offer a believable able portrayal
considering what they had to
work with.
Save you money and wait for
the video release of this movie.
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No business like show business in Jacksonville
Assistant Features Editor

Traditional images of goodness and evil meld into one in
Ivy Bigbee’s latest photography series called Recent
Angels. Opening Friday December 3, at Reddi-Arts
Gallery at 1037 Hendricks Ave., Bigbee’s peculiar view of
the world will both please and shock the onlooker. For
more information call 398-3161 Ext. 311.
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When it comes to moviemaking, three cities should come
to mind: Los Angeles, New York
and Jacksonville.
Jacksonville?
Yes, the River City is trying
its hand in show business, and
the results have been pretty good
so far—a nice $6.4 million impact on the local economy last
year alone. Not bad, since all of
this can be attributed to a tiny
department under the mayor’s
office that operates on a meager
budget of $40,000.
That department, known as
the Jacksonville Film Commission, is really just one man—
ToddRoobin. Roobin, a native
ofJacksonville and a graduate of
Florida State University, is a onetime MTV production assistant
turned film-location scout.
Roobin’s job is to convince
film and television companies
that Jacksonville is a viable place
to roll the cameras. When he’s
not at his office in the Florida
Theatre Building talking with
producers about location sites or
labor costs, he isofftoNew York
or Miami promoting the city at
industry trade shows.
The department, established
in 1981 as the Jacksonville Film
and Television Office, was put
under the city’s planning and
development division in 1991
as the Jacksonville Film Commission. Jacksonville is the second city after Miami to start
such an office; today there are
over 30 in the state.
All of Florida is becoming
more and more attractive to filmmakers, due mainly to its mild
climate and exotic locations.
Florida is also a 'right-to-work'
state—which means employers
have the option to hire nonunion workers if they so desire,
which usually translates into
cheaper labor costs. This gives
Florida a bit of an edge when
compared to states like California and New York, where union
hiring is mandatory.
Florida also provides up-front
production costs to movie and
television companies that film
in the state. To attract even
more projects, approval is pending in the state legislature to
offer as much as $3 million in
print and advertising loans to
production companies that

spend at least 40 percent of their
budget in Florida.
These types of incentives
make Florida very luring to the
entertainment industry, and also
sets up fierce competition be
tween its cities. The most re
cent battle for location sh∞ting
was over the Burt Reynolds' film
Cop and a Half, which Miami,
Tampa and Jacksonville fought
hard for, but was eventually
awarded to Tampa. The main
reason? It was the closest city to
Reynolds' Jupiter ranch.
Most of the Florida cities of
fer the same locales: golden
strands, waterfronts, gleaming
skyscrapers and historical build
ings. So, the question arises—
what does Jacksonville have to
offer that the other cities don’t?
“Diversity of location com
bined with the incredible coop
eration of this office," says
Roobin. “We offer a 24-hour,
on-call service that is a direct
link with the city government
and local businesses.”
Most film offices are attached
to a city’s chamber of commerce
or put into some remote depart
ment that has little or no pull.
Roobin
believes
that
Jacksonville’s advantage is that
its film office is under the wing
of the mayor’s office, which cuts
down on the red tape.
“If a film crew needs a street
closed-off to shoot scenes, I can
usually call the police on short
notice with little or no prob
lem,” says Roobin. “Access to
civic buildings is also much
easier.”
Roobin also serves a liaison
between the film crew and the
community and arranges the use
of goods and services with local
businesses. He also does any
necessary research a production
company may need, such as find
ing out how many square feet a
certain warehouse may have to
providing the times of sunrise
and sunset on certain days of the
year.
Another factor that helps
Jacksonville is its close proxim
ity to Orlando. With its film
studios and a skilled labor pool
of freelancers, Orlando is be
coming the second Hollywood.
However, it still lacks the sky
line and sandy beaches that the
hour-and-a-half drive to Jack
sonville provides.
One person who is sold on

Jacksonville
is
Gladys
Nederlander, president of her
own film and television com
pany based in New York. She is
responsible for bringing three
made-for-TV movies to Jacksonville: Intimate Strangers, a CBS
project starring Stacy Keach and
Terri Garr; theNBC movie Tragedy of Tony Cimo, starring William Conrad and Brad Davis;
and the Turner Network Television (TNT) film Orpheus De
scending, starring Vanessa
Redgrave. According to Roobin,
Nederlander chose Jacksonville
for these projects because she
appreciated the cost-efficiency
of working here as well as the
cooperation of the public and
private sector.
Of course, the infamous
Brenda Starr , starring Brooke
Shields and Timothy Dalton,
was also filmed here, as was one
of the gripping chapters of the
Police Academy saga. Music
videos by the likes of 10,000
Maniacs and Johnny Van Sant
have also been made here, as
well a host of TV commercials
and print ads. And what about
any future projects?
“I can confirm that we are
being looked at for various, future major motion pictures and
television movies, "says Roobin.
“That’s all I can say for now.”
Though the exposure these
mediums can give to the city
must be stressed, the bottomline
is the jolt they can give to local
businesses: hardware, art supplies, lumber, car and truck rentals, catering, soundstage rentals,
make-up and hairstyling, and
film labs. For every dollar spent
in a city like Jacksonville, 40
cents gets absorbed by the local
economy. Essentially, if a $25
million movie is shot entirely in
Jacksonville, that means a $10
million impact on the area.
Roobin says his overall goal
is to provide a positive production experience for both the film
crew and the local community.
Building up healthy relationships, as with Nederlander,
means repeat business and good
word-of-mouth that encourages
others to give the city a try.
So, a NFL team isn’t all Jacksonville is vying for these days.
Witha projected impact of$10.5
million for this year, the city’s
courtship with show business is
going in only one direction: up.

On Location in Jacksonville
Some of the national/international
media-offerings produced in the Jackson
ville area:

Nissan autos (TV commercial)
Pippi Longstocking (feature film)

Supercarrier (TV pilot)

Intimate Strangers (TV movie)

Road Raiders (TV pilot)

Dalton: Code of Vengeance

10,000 Maniacs (music video)

(TV movie)

Prize Pulitzer (TV movie)

Tragedy of Tony Cimo (TV movie)

Orpheus Descending (TV movie)

Brenda Starr (feature film)

Schlitz beer (TV commercial)

Police Academy IV (feature film)

Johnny Van Zant (music video)

Illegally Yours (feature film)

N.Y. Times Magazine (fashion sheet)

Moody Beach (feature film)

Infiniti G20(TV commercial)
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Alternative emerges from woodwork
by Paisley McClellan
Contributing Writer

Flowerhead (cassingle) - Sella
If the last musical Baskin
Robbins’flavorwas“SeattleSub
Pop,” then the latest one is look
ing to be “Intelligent Guitar
Women.” (Don’t yell at me look at Juliana Hatfield, PJ.
Harvey, Kim and Kelly Deal
from The Breeders - whose fave
rave "Cannonball” video was
directedbyKimGordon, Grande
Dame of Guitar Women from
Sonic Youth.) Walking in her
own footsteps is Tracy Shedd,
vocalist and guitarist for Sella.
This three song cassingle
was originally released back in
July andcontainsachimy, ethe
real wash of somber guitar and
softened percussion. Both
“Flowerhead” and “Maroon”
havea trippy, spacey feel (atten
tion Mazzy Star fans) while the
last track, “Strum” is darker and
more epic with an almost Gothic, old Siouxsie/Peter Murphy feel to it One-third Steven
Haley on drums and the final third ofJamesTritten on bass blend in with Shedd’s poetic
delivery for a restrained anger that mesmerizes with its potential.

Cubop!

Paquito D’Rivera blasted the audience at the
Andrew A. Robinson Theatre with his Cuban
flavored jazz. Although his saxophone looked
weathered and tired against his modem
pressed attire, the melodies he produced put
the audience on the edge of their seats. The
highlight of the show was when D’Rivera
invited UNF’s very own Bunky Green on
stage. The two of them blew ‘em away with
music that left you with goose bumps.
D’Rivera is the leader of the United Nations
Jazz Orchestra and was bom in Cuba. He
latest release on Rounder Records Forty Years
of Cuban Jam Session, features a score of jazz
treasures of Cuba.

Together (Ep)- Sella
This is more recent from
Sella, released in September,
andwiththeopeningchords to
the first song “Crash”, the after
taste of the older, darker Sella
from "Flowerhead” is drenched
in a sweeter, Ocean Blue-pop.
Upbeat, perky and jangly. But
then it’s back to emotions with
"Kala," the second track.
Dreamy and melancholy, and
from the lyric sheet, I can pretty
much gather Tove” has some
thing to do with it Or is it
"longing”?Or, are they the same
thing anyway?"Orange Blend”
starts out similarly, then picks
up about midway, climbing in
jangle-chords
until
it...just...stops. In the case of
Sella, let’s hope that sudden
stop doesn’t come. They have
enough creativity for a farreaching climb.

Spider Monkey II - Spider Monkey
If Iwereaguy with clumpy dreadlocks, big fat Doc Martens and one of those squareo-fuzz goatees, I'dbe in that front row at a Spider Monkey show, leaping and dancing my
brains out. And forgoodreason-sit down, I'mgoingtouseabig-time GenericCheese Melt
term here:
These guys ROCK.
And funk
And squiggle around with
the blues until Spider Monkey II
becomes a gooey melting pot
with Flea, “Nothing’s Shock
ing" and Lenny Kravitz in gold
lame all thrown in the recipe. In
the liner notes under band cre
dentials, it says that singerTodd
M. Hom, “belts out his lungs.”
Yes, be does. Farbe it from me to
not be politically correct, but
let’s face it...some white guys just
cannot sing funk (although it
canbealotoffun to watch them
fail). Mr. Horn is one of those
fortunate few who possesses
enoughvocal range and melody
to pull it off. Musically “Moth”
and “Sorry” highlight the
strengthsinthis band; supertight
rhythmand catchy Stratocaster riffs. IfSpiderMonkey end upplayingany ofthe illustrious
joins in town again, I'd definitely go. I wouldn't be that dreadlocked guy up front; more
like that invisible girl in the back, budget the feeling thataSpider Monkey show would
bring everybody out. Bring them cut of themselves.

Elizabeth Driscoll/Photo Editor

Sports personality lives for his work
by Todd Holloway
Contributing Writer

Sam Kouvaris is a sports fanatic.
The ten by six cubicle in the back corner of
the WJXT-channel 4 news room that serves as
the sports center is littered with sports para
phernalia.
A Nike, Just Do It banner wraps around
the partition that rises up above the counter.
On the counter is a row of well worn sports
almanacs, two calendars with sports trivia on
the tear-away pages, press releases from area
colleges and stacks of beta video tapes with
almost every recent sports highlight and event
on them.
A look underneath the counter reveals
that the sports anchor is ready to take up
almost any sport at a moment’s notice. Be
neath lies a wooden bat, a hockey stick, a
basketball and football, a dart board and darts
and a pair of high tops.
Kouvaris is a man who truly
loves what he does and it shows in
his on air personality.
“That’s really me up there [on
television],” says Kouvaris. People
know what they see.
Those that watch WJXT feel
they know the channels’s sports
director. There is a kinship.
Kouvaris says the best thing
about his job is that it brings him
in contact with a lot of people.
“I like going to the major sports
because you really get involved
with the fan aspect. Jacksonville
is a sophisticated sports town.”
If Jacksonville gets its NFL
team, Kouvaris says the people in
the city will support it as long as
they think the team’s manage
ment is working to put a competi
tive team on the field.
Oddly, Kouvaris wanted to be a news di
rector not an on-air personality.
“I wanted to push buttons and tell people
what to do,” he said about his first career
choice, “If you want to get into the business
and you want to make the most money you
have to be on camera.”
When he made the decision to try working
as a broadcaster, sports was the obvious choice.

He played baseball and football at Clemson
as a freshman before transferring to the Uni
versity of Maryland where he majored in
radio, television and film.
“I took a class in radio, television and film
and really liked it,” Kouvaris related,”and was
encouraged by one of the professors who said
I had an aptitude for it and that I ought to
think about majoring in it.”
Kouvaris got the job at WJXT 13 years
ago. He drove down from Charleston, South
Carolina after he had finished the late news
and walked into, then news director, Steve
Wasserman’s office at 8 a.m. without an ap
pointment and asked for five minutes to pitch
himself for the vacant sports anchor position.
Twelve weeks later he had the job.
Kouvaris lives in Mandarin with his wife
Linda and his three children Austin, 11,
Whitney, 8 and Cole, 3. He says they enjoy an

active lifestyle and wants his children to grow
up well rounded.
“It’s important for them to get good grades
but I want them to participate in athletics and
they also take piano lessons. I think the most
important thing is to spend time with them
and try to teach them the difference between
right and wrong.
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Osprey Basketball coach sees surprising sophomore season
by Rob Moore
Sports Editor

Entering his second season
as the basketball coach at UNF,
Rich Zvosec is pleased to be the
underdog.
“People really don’t know
what we have,” Zvosec said.
“We’re a much deeper team this
season.”
Depth was a problem for
UNF (7-20) in its first season.
The Ospreys lost two players for
the season after the seventh
game and played the last 20
games with only 10 players. But
Zvosec is happy with this season’s
mixture of nine returnees and
five newcomers.
“Our foot speed will be much
better across the floor.”
The quickness is a must for
Zvosec who likes an up-tempo
pressing style of play. Ironically,
the Ospreys struggled against
pressing teams last season fin
ishing with more turnovers (471)
than assists (410).
“We’ve added better skill
players in the backcourt,” Zvosec

said “If pressure bothers us, I'll
be very disappointed."
The new backcourt players
are transfers Bobby Patton from
Stanford University and Riscell
Bogan from Cloud County
(Kan.) Community College.
Patton, a former Mr. Basketball
for Ohio, and Bogan will share
duty at point guard.
At shooting guard, the new
faces are New Mexico State
transfer Brian Sitter and Chris
Lee, a medical redshirt. Sitter, a
6-2 senior, played on NMSU’s
Sweet 16 team in 1991. Lee, a 64 sophomore, saw limited action for UNF before suffering
injuries to the mouth.
Also in the mix is 6-2 senior
Aaron Nichols who led UNF
with 57 three-pointersanda.778
free throw percentage while scoring 12.5 points per game.
The Ospreys’ second leading
scorer, Dorian Lee (14.6 ppg)
and freshman signee Chris
Patterson from Nease High
School are the top candidates
for time at small forward. Lee, a

Classifieds
P/T Infant sitter wanted M-F12:30-4:30 p.m. Baymeadows
area. Non-smoker, own car NRSG/early ED. major, Ideal.
Ref. Req. Start 12/6 with 2 weeks x-mas break or by 1/3/94
lastest. Call 733-8248.

RESUMES ... $15.00!
First Impressions make a world of differences when you’re
looking for that perfect job. Do it right with a creative and
professionally typeset resume, for only $15.00. For the
resume that will get your foot in the door, call First Impres
sions Design at 223-5999.

Chili’s Grill & Bar 9350 Atlantic Blvd. Waitstaff wanted.
Full or part-time. Flexible hours, tuition assistance. Apply in
person, M-Th, 2-4 p.m.
Cathy’s Typing Service to the rescue! Resumes and student
papers laser printed. Specializing in APA formatting and
architectural proposals. 387-4627
Help Wanted
America's fastest growing pizza chain is now hiring. All
inside help and drivers. Apply in person, at Papa John’s Pizza,
10750-12 Atlantic Blvd. Drivers earn up to $12∕hour.

6-4 senior, started only four
games but played in all leading
UNF with 45 steals. Patterson, a
6-5 forward, was named AllState last year averaging 22.5
points, eight rebounds and four
assists per game.
“Dorian and Chris are versatile
players who can spot up and shoot
the three and are strong enough to
score inside,” Zvosec said.
Scoring inside was a problem for last year’s squad. Consequently, UNF relied on its perimeter shooting finishing the
season with a .476 field goal
percentage. UNFopponents finished with a .522 percentage.
“We were weak on the inside,” Zvosec said. “Our post
players were tall but weren’t used
to playing with their backs to
the basket.”
Another player possibly out
of position was 6-6 junior forward Scott Alford. Playing primarily at small forward, Alford
led UNF scoring 15.3 ppg.
Zvosec said Alford will be a better defensive player at the power

forward position.
“Moving Scott inside helps
us match up better. He runs the
fl∞r really well for a post player.”
For further help at the post,
Zvosec and staff brought in jun
ior transfers Mike Blassingame
and Ka Ron Edmonds.
Blassingame, a 6-7 power for
ward, tallied eight points and
five rebounds a game at Howard
Junior College in Texas.
Edmunds, another 6-7 power
forward, averaged 10 points and
eight rebounds a game at
Chowan (N.C.) College.
“Blassingame is a real war
rior on the offensive glass,”
Zvosec said. “He has the early
edge at center.”
Also competing for the cen
ter spot is last season’s leading
rebounder, Chris Sneed. Slowed
by a hernia operation, Sneed
will miss the beginning of the
season.
“It’s really a shame because
Chris showed up in much better
shape this year,” Zvosec said.
UNF will be in better shape

also, Zvosec said.
“We’re a much better team.
The underlying key, however
will be our growth as a unit, as
we try to incorporate five new
players into the program.”
The growth of the team will
be eased by a favorable schedule
as the Ospreys play 18 home
games and eight road games.
UNF will play an exhibition
game against a Brazilian nations 1
teamNov. 17. The season opens
Nov.26asUNFhosts the Adeeb
Sea Turtle Shootout including
Armstrong State, Valdosta State
and Queen’s College.
UNF will only leave the
‘Nest’ once during the first two
months of the season. However,
that trip is against Western Kentucky
University.
The
Hill toppers defeated FSU to advance to the Elite Eight in last
season’s NCAA Tournament.
“The exposure and competition will be great for us,” Zvosec
said. Obviously we’d like to play
another Sun Belt Conference
school located in our town [JU].”

Sports Briefs
UNF hosts volleyball
regional
One more match, that is all
that stands between the UNF
volleyball team and a trip to the
‘Elite Eight’ national championship.
UNF will host the NCAA
Div. II Southeast Regional Vol
leyball Tournament Nov. 1920. The Lady Ospreys received a
bye because of their No. 1 ranking in the South Regional and
will play the winner of the
Florida Southern-Tampa game.
The three teams split their regular season meetings, but UNF
defeated both teams at the 'Nest'.
UNF (32-6, 12-2 SSC) finished the regular season with a
15-11, 15-4, 15-7 drubbing of
conference doormat St. Leo (819,1-12).
Coach Marilyn McReavyNolen believes the team has a

legitimate shot to win it all.
“I think this team is playing
as well as they have all year.
This is the type of team that
keeps making you believe in
them.”

UNF runners going
to California
The UNF women’s crosscountry team advanced to the
NCAA Division II champion
ships, Nov. 22 in Riverside, CA.
UNF is the first Sunshine State
Conference sch∞l to advance
to the finals.
UNF won the Southern Regional Nov. 6 in Spartanburg,
SC. The Lady Ospreys coasted
to victory with 29 points and
had five runners make the AllSouthRegion team. West Georgia College finished second with
77 points.
Freshman Aimee Kagel con-

tinued her success, winning the
individual title with a time of
18:26. Leanne Moore (third),
Kim Pawelek (fourth), Amanda
Burt (seventh) and Jennifer
Adaminski (14th) joined Kagel
on the All-Region team.

UNF Golf team
places third
The Ospreys finished third
at the Rollins College InvitationalNov. 8-9 shooting a threeround 886. Florida Southern
won the tourney shooting 861,
Columbus College finished sec
ond at 866.
Rick Johnston was the high
est UNF finisher placing sixth
shooting 218. Other UNF golf
ers were Brent Brooks (eighth,
219), Blain Brown (16th, 222),
Per Tillman (28th, 227) and
Rob Stephenson (55th, 238).

Lady Ospreys go to the Bahamas

Bird’s-Eye View
By Rob Moore, Sports Editor

The 1993-94 Lady Osprey Basketball team standing (L-R): Coach Mary Ortelee, Kendra
Pickens, Rachel Thomas, Farah White, Christy Smith, Vanessa Sanders, Tabatha Menear,
Assistant Coach Angie Daniels. Sitting: Celena Buskirk, Mandy Faust, Kathy Addison,
Michelle Kumpf, Felicia Monroe, Jody Smith and Nancy Miller.
by Rob Moore

est player and she reads the court
very well.”
At shooting guard and small
forward, UNF will shuffle a number of players including 5-6
sophomore Felecia Monroe.
With a team-high 30 threepointers, Monroe scored 9.1
points per game for the Lady
Ospreys. Others who will see
plenty of action are sophomores
Nancy Miller (9.4 ppg, 5 rpg)
and Mandy Faust (9.7 ppg, 2.7
rpg). Ortelee stressed the importance of improved perimeter
shooting.

5.4 rebounds per game. She finished second in rebounds (145),
The UNF women’s basketsteals (45) and blocks shots (12).
ball team opens its second sea“Jody could be our go-to
son Nov. 26 at the Bahamian
player on the floor.” Ortelee said.
National Tournament.
“She has all the potential.”
“It wasn’t brilliant schedulThe Lady Ospreys are loaded
ing on my part,” said Coach
with potential but will have to
Mary Ortelee about setting six
overcome the loss of leading
of her first eight games on the
scorer and rebounder, center
road. But, Ortelee said the team
Jackie Donaldson (143 ppg, 9.5
will benefit from the early comrpg). Ortelee and staff brought
petition.
in four freshmen to try to take up
“For us to get better as a
the slack.
team, we’re going to have to win
The tallest of the four is 6-2
on the road.”
center Farah White from
UNF won three
Wellington
High
often road games last
School. White averseason finishing with
aged 22.6 points, 12.3
a 10-17 record. How- “I think we’re physically stronger, a
rebounds and 3.9
ever, the future looks little more focused and know what
blocks per game. White
bright for UNF
to expect when we go on the road.” will compete with
which returns five
— Mary Ortelee, sophomore Vanessa
sophomores, a junior
Sanders (4.8 ppg, 4.1
and a senior.
Women's basketball coach
rpg) and the other
The lone senior
freshmen for time at
is 5-5 point guard,
center.
Michelle Kumpf who served four
“For us to have an effective
Ortelee said the year of expeyears in the Air Force after graduinside game, we're going to have rience will help team this seaation from high school. Kumpf
to be able to score from the out- son.
led the Lady Ospreys with 80
side.”
“I think we,re physically
assists, averaged 3.7 points and
One player who can score stronger, a little more focused
collected 45 steals.
inside and out is 6-0 sophomore and we’ll know what to expect
“The girls will be looking to
Tabatha Menear. Emerging as a when we go on the road.”
Michelle for leadership,” Ortelee
force late in the season, the forThe Lady Ospreys will be visisaid. “Defensively, she can reward finished with a .427 field tors in 14 of their 26 games.
ally disrupt an opponent’s ofgoal percentage and led UNF UNF’s first home game will be
fense.”
with 18 blocked shots. Besides Dec. 3 as they host the Lady
Collecting a team-high 46
swatting shots in the paint, Osprey Holiday Inn Baymeadows
steals, 5-4 sophomore Kathy
Ortelee said Menear provides Tournament. The Sunshine
Addison can also disrupt defenthe Lady Ospreys an added di- State Conference schedule besively. Addison, who averaged
mension.
gins Jan. 12 as UNF hosts Florida
33 points will again share point
“It’s rare to have a six footer Tech. Ortelee said the conferguard duties with Kumpf.
that can go out on the wing and ence will be competitive.
Ortelee said both players help
sh∞t the three like Tabatha.”
“Conference play is going to
the team in different ways.
Another versatile player is be a lot tougher,” Ortelee said. “I
“Addi’s an excellent passer
5-9 junior Jody Smith. Perhaps think six of the eight teams can
with great court vision.
UNF's best all-around player, beat each other on any given
Michelle’s probably our quickSmith averaged 8.7 points and night.”
Sports Editor

Like the first
Bowe-Holyfield
fight, the Notre
Dame-Florida
State game fea
tured the heavier
challenger de
feating
the
smallerbutfaster
champion.
Notre
Dame's massive
offensive line
bullied FSU’s smaller defen
sive line early and often. FSU,
which had only given up two
rushing touchdowns this sea
son, gave up three rushingTDs
in the first half. The Seminole
front was outweighed 42pounds-per-man at the line of
scrimmage.
The little-known Fightin,
Irish runners ran for 239 yards
on 49 carries averaging 4.9
yards per carry. It’s scary to
think how well last season’s
dynamic duo of big Jerome
Bettis and lighning’ fast Reggie
Brooks would have done
against the ‘Noles. With the
gaping holes the Irish line was
creating, Lou Holtz might’ve
gained 100 yards.
The defensive line-play was
equally impressive. After FSU’s
10-play, 89-yard drive, the Irish
defense blanketed the trick
play Seminole offense for
nearly two quarters. They gath
ered three sacks and pressured
Ward constantly.
The Irish rattled the cool,
calm and collective Ward into
a 15-yard penalty when the
FSU quarterback got into a
jawing match with a Notre

Dame lineman
after throwing an
interception.
The INT was
only Ward’s second of the sea
son, although
Notre Dame de
fenders dropped
four passes.
But, despite
having FSU on
the ropes, Notre
Dame couldn’t deliver the
knockout blow. Like a true
champion, FSU scratched and
clawed its way back into the
game.
Ward, college football’s
version ofJohn Elway, ran the
two-minute offense to perfec
tion orchestrating two long
drives in the final four min
utes to give the ‘Noles a chance
for victory. Comebacks are
nothing new for the Hiesman
frontrunner.
Ward led FSU to three
comebacks in 1992 including
a furious rally last season put
ting 20 fourth-quarter points
on the board to defeat Geor
gia Tech in Atlanta. But on
this day, the comeback fell
short.
However, the polls seem
to have given FSU a reprieve.
If everything goes as planned,
the Fiesta Bowl will host the
“Game of the Decade II.”
Maybe FSU, like Holyfield,
will beat the stronger Notre
Dame squad. If it’s anything
like the first meeting, the only
thing missing will be that crazy
parachutist landing at the 50yard-line.

Elizabeth Driscoll∕Photo Editor

Lady Ospreys' Jill Watkins and Christine Tretten block
the Rollins attacker as UNF pounded Rollins University
15-6, 15-8, 15-4 at UNF Arena on Nov. 6. UNF will
host the Southeast Regional Volleyball Tournament Nov.

19-20.

